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1 The Need
More sharply than in the past, the future of official statistics surveys is framed by data quality–cost
tradeoffs dictated by current and anticipated budget pressures. In a larger sense, the issue may be
decision quality–cost tradeoffs (Karr, 2012), because society may deem the resultant decisions—
not the data—to be the end product of official statistics. In either case, whether official statistics
agencies will be participants or bystanders as events unfold remains to be seen. The most press-
ing short-term need is to ensure that quality–cost tradeoffs be informed by scientific knowledge
and reasoning. Efforts to do this, we believe, are hindered by a fundamental gap: currently, sur-
vey science is not to any meaningful extent a laboratory science. The World’s Simplest Survey
Microsimulator (WSSM) is a step toward filling this gap.

To explore three issues—need, utility and feasibility—surrounding simulation models for Fed-
eral surveys, in April 2011 the National Institute of Statistical Sciences (NISS) sponsored an inter-
disciplinary Workshop on Microsimulation Models for Surveys. Details and supporting papers for
the workshop are available.1 Cox (2012), and Cox (2013) delve deeper into these issues and offer
a case for development of a simulation laboratory for Federal surveys. Karr et al. (2012) presents
a prototype design for WSSM.

To make the issues more concrete, we pose the following question:

Which of the following strategies most improves the quality of a household expen-
diture survey, such as the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CES) conducted by the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS):

• A 10% increase in sample size?

• A 10% decrease in measurement error?

• Imposition of edit rules that replace “erroneous” data values by imputed values?

• All of the above?

and at what cost?
1At http://www.niss.org/events/workshop-microsimulation-models-surveys.
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That we are currently not able even to frame these questions in a manner that allows them to be
addressed confirms the breadth of the gap. In §4 we show how WSSM can answer this question.

Making survey science in part a laboratory science would have dramatic effect. But, of course,
most “real-world” experiments are simply not feasible. One cannot answer our question by con-
ducting the CES in four different ways, either over the next four years or by subsetting the popula-
tion. “Expert opinion,” while often insightful, especially with respect to survey operations, equally
often amounts to little more than speculation.

Simulation is a feasible, powerful alternative, and there are precedents in official statistics. For
instance, Karr (2011) used simulation to study the differences among several configurations of the
K–12 longitudinal studies of students conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES). Among conclusions that arose is that continuation of even small numbers of students
from one study to the next is of limited statistical value. Using the real world as a laboratory was
infeasible in this case. A microsimulation model for field operations and costs in the National
Health Interview Survey (NHIS) is discussed in Chen (2008) and Chen (2012).

Simulation is used in other settings ranging from social networks to healthcare. It can make
a difference for surveys, because the future is certain to be more challenging than the past as
problems such as use of administrative data and disappearance of land-line telephones become
more acute.

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. In §2 we describe survey mi-
crosimulators in general, and in §3 we describe WSSM in particular. The results of the experiment
just laid out appear in §4, while §5 contains discussion and conclusions.

2 What is a Survey Microsimulator?
A survey microsimulator is an in silico simulation laboratory for surveys—a modular, extensible
computer model (set of programs) that is agent-based, with explicit representation of dynamics
of the survey process, including entities—subjects, people, interviewers, . . . and their character-
istics, and especially survey variables; interactions among the entities—interviews, nonresponse,
callbacks, . . .; costs, both fixed and variable; and operational decisions. A useful microsimulator
must also be transparent enough that users can understand it, powerful enough to handle realistic
scale, simple enough to conduct detailed experiments, and credible enough to be used.

Responding to these criteria and as its name implies, the WSSM is deliberately simple. We
do not purport that the current version answers the question in §1 definitively, but it does show
that there are differences among the strategies described there. Perhaps more important, WSSM
supports sensitivity analyses demonstrating that even simple models can reflect methodological,
policy and operational considerations, as well as inform the course of more elaborate modeling
efforts in the future.
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3 WSSM Version 1
Version 1 of WSSM has three essential characteristics. First, both the entire underlying popula-
tion and the behavior on which the survey focuses are simulated, to serve as “ground truth” for
calculating measures of data quality. Second, the complete survey process, including the survey
responses themselves, is simulated. Finally, WSSM contains measures of data quality that quantify
the fidelity of inferences drawn from the survey responses compared to the same inferences based
on the population.

The focus of Version 1 of WSSM is household surveys involving interviews, via Web, telephone—
computer-assisted telephone interview (CATI) and personal—computer-assisted personal inter-
view (CAPI). Sample units are households, and the survey responses are amounts spent on various
categories of goods and services, as well as demographic information about household members.
The main objects simulated are:

Population: Categorical (integer-valued) frame variables, as well as categorical and numerical re-
sponse variables—possibly satisfying constraint rules, together with a geographical location,
a single stratum variable, a propensity to respond and item nonresponse probabilities.

Interviewers for both CATI and CAPI: Location, skill level, unit response probability factors,
measurement error parameters, and costs.

The survey process: Selection of the sample; WEB, CATI and CAPI stages with interviewer as-
signment; unit nonresponse depending on subject and interviewer skill; up to three con-
tact attempts, with increasing incentives, and omitted items at the last stage; item nonre-
sponse; edit rules that either designate responses violating them for imputation or flag those
responses; imputation of missing items and designated violations of edit rules, using means
or resampling; weights reflecting the design and adjusted for unit nonresponse.

Costs: For CATI and CAPI contacts; for CATI and CAPI interviews, both per household and per
person; for incentives; for out-of-location assignment of CAPI interviewers; and for data
edits.

Data utility measures: Global measures that compare responses to the population: specifically,
Hellinger distance for frame and categorical survey variables and Kullback–Liebler diver-
gence for numerical survey variables. See §3.3 for details.

The population, sample, CATI interviewers and CAPI interviewers are simulated at the individual—
agent—level.

3.1 Structure
In this paper, we emphasize functionality of WSSM over the details of the software. Briefly,
WSSM consists of four executable programs, written in the C language and compiled using GCC
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Figure 1: Flowchart for WSSM.

on Microsoft Windows:2

Population simulator PopSim-HhE3.c: ∼ 650 lines of source code; 91 KB executable.

Interviewer simulators FRSim-CAPI.c for CAPI interviewers and FRSim-CATI.c for CATI
interviewers: each ∼ 300 lines of source code and KB executable.

Computational engine WSSMEngine.c: ∼ 3400 lines of source code; 152 KB executable.

There are also header files comprising ∼ 800 lines of code.
All four programs are executed from the Windows command line, and draw their inputs prin-

cipally from a an ASCII text file—the parameter file discussed in §3.2. There is also a comma-
separated value (CSV) file containing location information; in the current implementation, the
locations are the 50 U.S. states and Washington, DC.

Figure 1 shows the relationships among the input files, the programs and the output files, which
are discussed further in §3.6. All output files are either CSV or ASCII text.

3.2 The Parameter File
The most direct way to understand WSSM functionality in more detail is by means of the parameter
file that is read by all four of the executable programs. This file is prepared using a text editor. As
shown in Figure 2, most entries are of the form

2Fewer than 50 lines of the source code are specific to Windows, so porting to another operating system would be
straightforward.
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ParameterName = Value

For instance, the CSV file containing information about locations is Locations.csv, there are
51 locations, and each has four characteristics—a name, a cost factor that alters global interviewer
costs, a price factor derived from the Consumer Price Index (CPI) that adjusts expenditures and the
fraction of the national population living in that location.

The principal sections of the parameter file are as follows.

POPULATION The program used to simulate the population, the file containing population char-
acteristics, the size of the population, constraints that must be satisfied by the survey vari-
ables. See §3.4 for details.

VARIABLES The names (and implicitly, the numbers of) three classes of variables: categorical
frame variables, numerical survey variables and categorical survey variables. To illustrate,
the four frame variables are the number of adults in the household, the number of children
in the household, the age of the householder and the gender of the householder. The six
numerical survey variables are total monthly income and monthly expenditure on educa-
tion, housing, food, transportation and medical care. The five categorical survey variables
are householder race, householder educational attainment, householder employment status
the number of vehicles in the household and the number of household members who are
students.

SURVEY The sample size, the sampling protocol (SRS—simple random sampling—is the only
option implemented to date), and which of the Web, CATI and CAPI data collection stages
are present.3

EDIT RULES These rules correct error in the response data, that is, violations of the constraint
rules on the population, or of other specified relationships. In general, these violations are
construed to be consequences of measurement error. No edit rules are present in the param-
eter file in Figure 2, but see §3.4 for elaboration and Figure 3 for examples.

ANALYSIS The imputation methods to be used for numerical and categorical survey variables.
See §3.3.

CAPI INTERVIEWERS The program used to simulate CAPI interviewer characteristics, the
CSV file in which their characteristics are stored, the number of interviewers, the fraction
of them that are of high skill—to be explained momentarily, and the number of CAPI inter-
viewer characteristics. These characteristics include the maximum number of interviewers,
the minimum and maximum unit response probabilities, the minimum and maximum mea-
surement error standard deviations and minimum and maximum interview costs per house-
hold and per person, the minimum and maximum costs per contact, the minimum and max-
imum costs for out-of-location interviews and the incentives offered with the first, second

3Always in this order, and, of course, only if previous stages did not produce a response.
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and third interview attempts. Actual values of unit response probabilities, measurement er-
ror standard deviations various costs are chosen at random between the minimum and the
average of the minimum and maximum values for low skill interviewers, and between the
average and the maximum for high skill interviewers.

CATI INTERVIEWERS Similar information for CATI interviewers, which is omitted from Fig-
ure 2.

WEB A response probability, measurement error standard deviation, cost per contact, cost per
unit, cost per person, number of contact attempts and incentive level, offered only at the first
attempt.

Changing the parameters is straightforward: the user simply edits the parameter file. In §4 we
show the changes associated with the experiment laid out in §1.

3.3 What WSSM Simulates
In this section, we elaborate on exactly what is simulated within the WSSM framework. An alter-
native description in more mathematical notation is in Karr et al. (2012). We stress that WSSM is
a stochastic simulator: characteristics of the population, the interviewers and the survey process
are random, chosen according to specified probability distributions and with specified parameters
for those distributions. Currently, the distributions themselves, and in some cases, the parame-
ters themselves are “hard-coded,” appearing in the source code rather than being specified in the
parameter file (§3.2).

Population. Individual households and members, together with their characteristics (frame
and response variables, . . .) are simulated using probability distributions and parameter values that
are hard-coded in PopSim-HhE3.c. Specifically,

• Adult is distributed on {1, 2, 3} with probabilities {0.35, 0.5, 0.15}.

• HhAge is uniformly distributed on {20, . . . , 75}.

• Child is uniformly distributed on {0, 1, 2, 3} with probabilities {.3, .3, .3, .1} when Adult
≥ 2 and HhAge ≥ 25, and is 0 otherwise.4

• HhGend is uniformly distributed on {0, 1}.

• The distribution of Location is that of the U.S. population, using the 2010 Census.

• Stratum is household size: Adult plus Child.

• UnitResponseProbability is uniformly distributed on [0.8.1.0], with a slight bias in
favor of younger householders.

4This is merely to show what is possible, and not a statement about single parents.
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*** Experiment7-HotDeck-BaseCase.params

*** WARNING: DO NOT CHANGE ANYTHING TO THE LEFT OF THE EQUAL SIGNS ***
*** 2012/10/14 ***
>>> MULTIPLE-USE
LocationCSVFile = Locations
NumberLocations = 51
NumberLocationCharacteristics = 4
>>> POPULATION
PopulationSimulator = PopSim-HhE3
PopulationCSVFile = Population7
PopulationSize = 100000
>>> VARIABLES
FrameVariableName = Adult
FrameVariableName = Child
FrameVariableName = HhAge
FrameVariableName = HhGend
CategoricalSurveyVariableName = Race
CategoricalSurveyVariableName = HhEdAt
CategoricalSurveyVariableName = HhEmSt
CategoricalSurveyVariableName = Vehicle
CategoricalSurveyVariableName = Student
NumericalSurveyVariableName = Income
NumericalSurveyVariableName = Education
NumericalSurveyVariableName = Housing
NumericalSurveyVariableName = Food
NumericalSurveyVariableName = Transp
NumericalSurveyVariableName = Medical
CONSTRAINTS ON POPULATION
BoundConstraint = Housing GE 0.0
BoundConstraint = Food GE 0.0
BoundConstraint = Transp GE 0.0
BoundConstraint = Medical GE 0.0
SumConstraint = Student LE Adult + Child
SumConstraint = Housing + Food + Transp + Medical LE Income
RatioConstraint = Food LE 1.0 * Housing
>>> SURVEY
SampleSize = 5000
SampleDesign = SRS
WEBStage = Yes
CATIStage = Yes
CAPIStage = Yes
>>> EDIT RULES
>>> EDIT COSTS
EditCostPerItem = 25.00
>>> ANALYSIS
NumericalImputationMethod = HotDeck
CategoricalImputationMethod = HotDeck
>>> CAPI INTERVIEWERS
CAPIInterviewerSimulator = FRSim-CAPI
CAPIInterviewerCSVFile = CAPIInterviewersB
CAPINumberInterviewers = 500
CAPIFractionHighSkillInterviewers = .25
CAPINumberInterviewerCharacteristics = 8
CAPIMaximumInterviews = 50
CAPIResponseProbMin = 0.1
CAPIResponseProbMax = 0.4
CAPINoiseStdDevMin = 100.0
CAPINoiseStdDevMax = 400.0
CAPICostUnitMin = 80.0
CAPICostUnitMax = 100.0
CAPICostPersonMin = 30.0
CAPICostPersonMax = 50.0
CAPICostContactMin = 20.0
CAPICostContactMax = 30.0
CAPICostOutOfLocationMin = 100.0
CAPICostOutOfLocationMax = 150.0
CAPINumberContactAttempts = 3
CAPIIncentiveAttempt1 = 15.0
CAPIIncentiveAttempt2 = 30.00
CAPIIncentiveAttempt3 = 50.00
>>> CATI INTERVIEWERS [ANALOGOUS TO CAPI]
>>> WEB
WEBResponseProb = 0.25
WEBNoiseStdDev = 500.0
WEBCostContact = 5.0
WEBCostUnit = 10.0
WEBCostPerson = 10.0
WEBNumberContactAttempts = 1
WEBIncentiveAttempt1 = 20.0

Figure 2: WSSM parameter file for the base case of the experiment described in §1 and §4.
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• Income has a normal distribution N (7000, 100000), and is then multiplied by the location-
specific price factor.

• Education, Housing, Food, Transp, Medical are all normally distributed, but are
correlated and multiplied by the location-specific price factor. Means depend on the numbers
of adults and children.

• Race is distributed on {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} with probabilities {.5, .20, .20, .05, .05}.

• HhEdAt is distributed on {0, 1, 2, 3} with probabilities {.05, .6, .3, .1}.

• HhEmSt is uniformly distributed on {0, 1}.

• Vehicle is distributed over {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} with probabilities (.4, .4, .15, .05).

• Student: All children are students, and each adult is a student with probability .17.

• Item nonresponse probabilities are correlated, and are higher for those with higher incomes.

CATI and CAPI Interviewers. Individual interviewers are simulated; the numbers of inter-
viewers are set in the parameter file. Interviewer characteristics are those listed in §3.2: a randomly
chosen skill, unit response probability modifier, measurement error standard deviation, and costs
per contact, unit and person, the latter modified by location-specific cost factors. Most of these
parameters can be changed via the parameter file.

The Survey. Principal steps are to simulate:

1. Selection of the sample, which as noted previously is currently possible only via SRS.

2. As specified in the parameter file, up to three stages of data collection: WEB, CATI and
CAPI, in that order. Numbers of contact attempts and incentives are set in the parameter
file. For each stage, WSSM represents explicitly unit nonresponse, modeled as the product
of sample case-dependent and interviewer-dependent factors; item nonresponse; and mea-
surement error.

3. Data processing, including

• Adjustment of weights for unit nonresponse, using the Stratum variable.

• Application of the edit rules (§3.4), resulting in entries’ being either designated for
imputation or flagged (for later review that is not currently modeled in WSSM).

• Imputation of missing items and, if prescribed in the parameter file, violators of the
edit rules. Currently available options are: HotDeck, meaning resampling from sample
cases with neither item response nor edit rule violations; Mean (Mode), replacing by
global means (numerical variables) or global modes (categorical variables); and Loca-
tionMean (LocationMode), replacing by location-specific means (numerical variables)
or location-specific modes (categorical variables).
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National Estimates. For categorical survey variables, WSSM calculates and reports Horvitz–
Thompson estimators (Horvitz, 1952) of the marginal distribution of each categorical survey vari-
able, based on the sample, unit respondents, and final data; and of the mean and covariance matrix
of the entire set of numerical survey variables, based on the sample, unit respondents, and final
data, as well as the corresponding objects for the population.

Data Quality Measures. A central strength of WSSM is that since the actual values of the
survey response variables are simulated for all units in the population, comparisons are possible
among all of the following: actual values for the population; actual values for the sample; actual
values for unit respondents; final values, incorporating measurement error, edit and imputation, for
unit respondents.

The numerical measures used to quantify these comparisons are well-known “metrics” for
discrete and continuous probability distributions. For categorical variables, WSSM uses Hellinger
distance: the Hellinger distance between distributions P and Q on a finite set C (Think of C as
cells in a contingency table.) is

HD(P, Q) =
∑
c∈C

(√
Pc −

√
Qc

)2
. (1)

WSSM applies (1) to all (frame or categorical survey) variables simultaneously, which requires
an appropriate data structures for the associated contingency tables; lists of (cell coordinates, cell
count) pairs are used (Karr et al., 2007), in order to exploit sparsity.

For continuous variables, WSSM employs Kullback–Liebler divergence, which for density
functions f > 0 and g > 0 on Rd is given by

KL( f, g) =
∫

Rd
p(x) log

(
p(x)
q(x)

)
dx . (2)

In practice, the numerical integration necessary to calculate KL( f, g) using (2) is very difficult
to implement even for d = 3, let alone for the six numerical survey variables in our experiment.
WSSM instead employs an approximation based on the assumption that both densities are multi-
variate normal. If f = N (µ0, 60) and g = N (µ1, 61), then

KL( f, g) =
1
2

[
tr
(
6−1

1 60

)
+ (µ1 − µ0)

T
− ln

(
det(60)

det(61)

)
− d

]
, (3)

where tr(M) and det(M) are the trace and determinant of the matrix M . In WSSM, the matrix
inversion in (3) is performed by means of Gaussian elimination.

WSSM calculates and reports: for frame variables, Hellinger distances between the popula-
tion and the sample and between the population and the unit respondents; for categorical survey
variables, Hellinger distances between the population and the sample, between the population
and the unit respondents, and between the population and the final data; and for numerical sur-
vey variables, Kullback–Liebler divergence between the population and the sample, between the
population and the unit respondents, and between the population and the final data.
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3.4 Constraint Rules and Edit Rules
WSSM allows four different kinds of constraint rules that must be satisfied by the survey variables
for each population unit and are applied by the population simulator, as well four finds of edit rules
that can applied by the computational engine, which offers two options when rules are violated.
Responses violating edit rules can be either imputed (in the case of HotDeck imputation, from
records satisfying all edit rules) or simply flagged for later analysis. Such analysis is not now
modeled in WSSM.

Although they are logically distinct, the constraint rules and the edit rules are linked by the
long–practiced concept of data edits. Because population elements are generated stochastically,
they may not satisfy physical constraints or plausibility relationships. The constraint rules prevent
violation of such constraints or relationships. For instance, the population in Population7.csv,
the input file for our experiment, is required to satisfy the constraint rules shown in Figure 3. This
figure shows the syntax for three classes of rules:

BoundConstraints of the form V ≤ c or V ≥ c, where V is a response variable and c is a
constant. So, the first BoundConstraint in Figure 3 requires that Housing ≥ 0.

SumConstraints of the form V1 + ... + Vk ≤ V0 or V1 + ... + Vk ≥ V0, where the V j can be
frame variables or response variables.5 The first SumConstraint in Figure 3 requires that the
number of students in a household (a response variable) not exceed the number of adults (a
frame variable) plus the number of children (another frame variable).

RatioConstraints of the form V1/V2 ≤ c or V1/V2 ≥ c, where V1 and V2 are frame or response
variables and c is a constant. Only the “≤” form is implemented.

The fourth class of constraint rules is:

ConsistencyConstraints of the form “V1 = a is inconsistent with V2 = b,” where V1 and V2
are frame or categorical response variables, and a and b are constants. A typical example is
“Age = 2 is inconsistent with MaritalStatus = Married.”

Edit rules correct violations of the constraint rules caused by measurement error. WSSM cur-
rently has only one generic form of measurement error, which is presumed to cover such phe-
nomena as misinterpreted questions, “lying” by respondents and interviewer error. The edit rules
corresponding to the constraint rules in Figure 3 appear in Figure 4. It is not logically necessary
that the two sets of rules be identical, but they are easiest to understand when they are identical. The
edit rules, when invoked with the “Impute” option, force responses to satisfy the same constraints
as the population does.

The syntax for edit rules is almost identical to that for constraint rules, with the addition of the
Flag/Impute option. The “Impute” option forces imputation of all survey variables appearing in
the rule, and similarly for the “Flag” option. There is no attempt to determine which variable(s) is
(are) at fault.6

5At least one of them must be a response variable.
6In some settings, an action of the form “In this case, replace ‘Married’ by ‘Single’.” might be prescribed. Cur-
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CONSTRAINTS ON POPULATION
BoundConstraint = Housing GE 0.0
BoundConstraint = Food GE 0.0
BoundConstraint = Transp GE 0.0
BoundConstraint = Medical GE 0.0
SumConstraint = Student LE Adult + Child
SumConstraint = Housing + Food + Transp + Medical LE Income
RatioConstraint = Food LE 1.0 * Housing

Figure 3: Excerpt from the WSSM parameter file for the experiment described in §1 and §4,
showing the constraints on the survey variables.
>>> EDIT RULES
BoundEdit = Housing GE 0.0 Impute
BoundEdit = Food GE 0.0 Impute
BoundEdit = Transp GE 0.0 Impute
BoundEdit = Medical GE 0.0 Impute
SumEdit = Student LE Adult + Child Impute
SumEdit = Housing + Food + Transp + Medical LE Income Impute
RatioEdit = Food LE 1.0 * Housing Impute
>>> EDIT COSTS
EditCostPerItem = 25.00

Figure 4: Excerpt from the WSSM parameter file for the “edit rules” case of the experiment de-
scribed in §1 and §4. The edit rules are identical to the constraint rules in Figure 3.

3.5 Running WSSM
All WSSM executables are invoked from the command line, with syntax of the form

WSSMEngine ParameterFileName

Figure 5 shows the associated screen output for the base case in our experiment. The machine
employed has reasonable capabilities: Microsoft Windows 7 operating system, 6-core processor
and 32 GB of memory; it is not stressed. With a proper batch mode capability, which is under
development, sensitivity analyses comprising 10,000 cases can be run in one day.

3.6 WSSM Output
As shown in Figure 1, each of PopSim-HhE3.c, FRSim-CAPI.c and FRSim-CATI.c pro-
duces a single CSV output file that provides input to WSSMEngine. These files can also be ana-
lyzed statistically. For instance, Figure 6 contains histograms of the six numerical survey variables
in Population7.csv, which is the population file used in our experiment.

WSSMEngine produces five output files, which are also shown in Figure 1. The file naming
convention is [NAME]_YEAR_MONTH_DAY_HOUR_MINUTE_SECOND.csv.7 Four of these
are CSV files meant primarily for statistical analysis:

InterviewerOutput_2012_10_15_11_41_20.csv contains one record per interviewer,
with information such as mode, location, unit response probability, cost parameters, assigned

rently, WSSM has no such capability.
7This convention ensures that files are never overwritten accidentally.
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Figure 5: Screen output when WSSMEngine is run on the “all options” parameter file
Experiment7-HotDeckBaseCase.params.

and completed interviews, and incurred costs. An excerpt is shown in Figure 7. An illustra-
tive analysis is the histogram of interviewer-level costs in Figure 8.

LocationOutput_2012_10_15_11_41_201.csv contains one record per location, with
location 0 corresponding to the entire US. The information includes population and sample
counts, data quality measures and costs; see the column headings in Figure 9.

PopulationOutput_2012_10_15_11_41_20.csv contains complete information for ev-
ery unit of the population, with units in the sample preceding those not sampled. There are
55 variables for each unit, including frame and survey variables, the assigned interviewer,
unit and item nonresponse status and costs. Figure 10 shows the histogram of (total) cost
over the sample.

TableOutput_2012_10_15_11_41_20.csv is a specialized file containing the full con-
tingency tables for the frame variables and categorical survey variables.

The fifth WSSM output file is a text file, meant for reading by human analysts. Its name is
of the form WSSMResults_2012_10_15_11_41_20.txt, and most of it appears in Figures
11 and 12. Since this file is virtually self-explanatory, we note only that its main components are:

• Run information, especially the software version and the names of the input files, together
with selected parameters.
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Figure 6: Histograms of the six numerical survey variables, from Population7.csv.

Figure 7: Excerpt from the interviewer output file.
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Figure 8: Histogram of total costs incurred by CAPI and CATI interviewers.

Figure 9: Excerpt from the location output file.
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Figure 10: Histogram of total costs incurred by sampled units.

• Counts of the population, sample and respondents by mode.

• Frame variables, including Hellinger distances between the population and the sample and
the population and the unit respondents.

• Item nonresponse, edit and imputation counts.

• For numerical survey variables, the population, sample and unit respondent means and co-
variances, as well as the Horvitz–Thompson estimates, and also Kullback–Liebler diver-
gences (population to sample, to unit respondents and to Horvitz–Thompson estimates).

• For categorical survey variables, one-dimensional marginals for population and unit respon-
dents, as well as Horvitz–Thompson estimates, plus Hellinger distances (population to sam-
ple, unit respondents and Horvitz–Thompson estimates.

• Nationwide costs by category.
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>>> SOFTWARE
WSSMEngine (Version 1.78; 2012/10/13)

>>> FILES
Parameter file: Experiment7-HotDeck-BaseCase.params (written 2012/10/15 15:16:26)
Location file: Locations.csv (written 2012/03/27 18:25:14)
Population file: Population7.csv (written 2012/10/15 14:56:28)
CATI Interviewer file: CATIInterviewersB.csv (written 2012/04/17 19:23:19)
CAPI Interviewer file: CAPIInterviewersB.csv (written 2012/04/17 19:24:27)

>>> SELECTED PARAMETERS
Sample design: SRS
WEB contact attempts: 1
CATI contact attempts: 2
CAPI contact attempts: 3
Numerical survey variable imputation method: HotDeck
Categorical survey variable imputation method: HotDeck

>>> COUNTS
Population Sample WEB Resp CATI Resp CAPI Resp Total Resp Resp Rate

100000 5000 750 1485 1137 3372 0.674

>>> FRAME VARIABLES

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MARGINALS: OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE

HELLINGER DISTANCES
Population to Sample: 0.031136
Population to Respondents: 0.061301

>>> SURVEY VARIABLE ITEM NONRESPONSE
Variable Count Rate
Income 316 0.094

Education 111 0.033
Housing 295 0.087

Food 242 0.072
Transp 143 0.042
Medical 147 0.044

Race 264 0.078
HhEdAt 127 0.038
HhEmSt 172 0.051
Vehicle 171 0.051
Student 106 0.031

>>> EDITS AND IMPUTATIONS
Flagged Values: 0
Imputations: 2094 for item nonresponse, 0 from edit rules

Figure 11: First excerpt from the WSSM results output file for the base case of the experiment
described in §1 and §4.
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>>> NUMERICAL SURVEY VARIABLES

MEANS

Variable Income Education Housing Food Transp Medical
POPULATION 6965.50 401.64 848.38 400.94 701.97 530.29

SAMPLE 6959.97 399.02 845.36 402.88 700.39 531.04
UNIT RESP 6954.12 404.32 848.24 403.02 704.60 531.15
H-T EST 6962.26 407.22 846.15 405.04 698.62 538.87

COVARIANCES

POPULATION Income Education Housing Food Transp Medical
Income 185355.97 6088.74 11668.02 5681.93 9815.61 7029.12

Education 6088.74 227214.49 164567.35 98150.72 110017.42 72256.98
Housing 11668.02 164567.35 186479.55 101825.78 114163.60 84777.69

Food 5681.93 98150.72 101825.78 107631.29 81173.22 51236.87
Transp 9815.61 110017.42 114163.60 81173.22 190321.57 57217.07
Medical 7029.12 72256.98 84777.69 51236.87 57217.07 64458.80

SAMPLE: OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE

UNIT RESP: OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE

H-T EST Income Education Housing Food Transp Medical
Income 267383.75 12794.13 23929.63 10291.22 12700.56 6944.63

Education 12794.13 334870.41 171902.59 105148.50 116444.46 73399.33
Housing 23929.63 171902.59 281897.39 102273.38 108848.76 86577.38

Food 10291.22 105148.50 102273.38 188182.26 68154.04 54588.29
Transp 12700.56 116444.46 108848.76 68154.04 280386.11 58680.42
Medical 6944.63 73399.33 86577.38 54588.29 58680.42 155156.45

KULLBACK-LIEBLER DIVERGENCES

Sample to Population: 0.003166
Respondents to Population: 0.003717
Responses to Population: 2.599617

>>> CATEGORICAL SURVEY VARIABLES

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MARGINALS:
Race Category Population Respondents H-T Est

0 49943 1556 46109.1
1 19855 664 19693.1
2 20191 649 19253.5
3 5049 230 6813.8
4 4962 273 8130.5

HhEdAt Category Population Respondents H-T Est
0 4890 258 7636.3
1 59947 1830 54313.9
2 29996 1001 29661.4
3 5167 283 8388.4

HhEmSt Category Population Respondents H-T Est
0 24680 802 23804.6
1 25318 875 25957.4
2 24983 821 24317.0
3 25019 874 25921.0

Vehicle: OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE
Student: OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE

HELLINGER DISTANCES
Population to Sample: 0.047243
Population to Respondents: 0.075675
Population to Final: 0.109713

>>> COSTS
Contact Unit Person Incentive OutofLoc Edit Total

$298,201 $102,806 $188,458 $454,995 $916 $0 $1,045,376

Figure 12: Second excerpt from the WSSM results output file for the base case of the experiment
described in §1 and §4.
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Run
1 2 3 4 5

Unit Response Rate 0.664 0.663 0.667 0.662 0.669
HD Frame: Pop. to Respondents 0.0595 0.0612 0.0594 0.0684 0.0650
Mean Income: Population 6968.36 6968.36 6968.36 6968.36 6968.36
HT Estimated Income 6961.44 6956.84 6956.12 6968.86 6960.53
KL Num. Survey: Pop. to Sample 0.0025 0.0043 0.0038 0.0037 0.0035
KL Num. Survey: Pop. to Final 2.5870 2.8459 2.5568 2.7950 2.9970
HD Cat. Survey: Pop. to Sample 0.0517 0.0514 0.0482 0.0496 0.0540
HD Cat. Survey: Pop. to Final 0.1110 0.1164 0.1250 0.1138 0.1125
Total Cost 1,040,487 1,032,590 1,054,045 1,039,245 1,050,439

Table 1: Replicate variability for five runs of WSSMEngine, all with the same population. Abbre-
viations: Cat. = Categorical, HD = Hellinger distance, HT = Horvitz–Thompson, KL = Kullback–
Liebler divergence, Num. = Numerical, Pop. = Population.

3.7 Replicate Variability
Because WSSM is a stochastic simulator, it is essential to characterize the extent and nature of
replicate variability—how much do the results vary when WSSM is run multiple times from exactly
the same parameter file? Table 1 provides some insight. To produce it, WSSMEngine was run five
times on the parameter file Experiment7-HotDeck-BaseCase.params (Figure 2), which
corresponds to the base case of the experiment in §2 and 4. The table contains the values of selected
outputs for each of the five runs. Replicate variability exists in Table 1, but is less dramatic and
more manageable than might have been expected.

4 An Illustrative Experiment
We recall from §1 our “experiment:” what are the effects on data quality (measured by Kullback–
Liebler divergences and Hellinger distances) and cost of four strategies, as compared to a “base
case” corresponding to the parameter file in Figure 2 and to the output in Figures 11 and 12.

• A 10% increase in sample size, operationalized by changing “SampleSize = 5000” to
“SampleSize = 5500” in the parameter file.

• A 10% decrease in measurement error (for numerical survey variables), implemented by re-
ducing by 10% all of the following parameters: CAPINoiseStdDevMin, CAPINoise-
StdDevMax, CATINoiseStdDevMin, CATINoiseStdDevMax, and WEBNoiseStd-
Dev.
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• Imposition of edit rules that replace “erroneous” data values by imputed values. The edit
rules imposed, in the syntax described in §3.4, are those shown in Figure 4. These edit rules
are identical to the constraint rules used to synthesize the population (Figure 3).

• All of the above.

The base case and the four alternatives were run once on the same population file—Population7-
.csv. Two pairs of interviewer files were used: one8 for base case measurement error and the
other9 for decreased measurement error.

Table 2 shows the results. The clearest conclusion is that only the reduction in measurement
error makes a substantial reduction to the Kullback–Liebler divergence between the population and
the final responses for the numerical survey variables, by approximately 20%. By contrast, the in-
crease in sample size has only modest effect on the population–to–respondent and the population–
to–final response data quality measures, and it does increase cost, as makes sense, by approxi-
mately 10%.

The effect of the edit rules is more subtle. At first glance, they seem to have almost no ef-
fect on either the Kullback–Liebler divergence between the population and the final responses
for the numerical survey variables or the Hellinger distance between the population and the final
responses for the categorical survey variables. However, this sample is one for which the corre-
sponding population–to–respondent distances are especially high. Table 3 contains the ratios of
the population–to–final responses data quality measures the to corresponding population–to–unit
respondents measures in Table 2. While it is not certain that ratios the the proper means of com-
parison, when they are used, the edit rules are as effective as decreased measurement error for
numerical survey variables and more effective than decreased measurement error for categorical
survey variables. This not surprising, since measurement error only affects numerical variables.

The “all of the above” strategy is not notably more effective than either the decreased measure-
ment error strategy or the edit rule strategy, except possibly for the categorical survey variables.

Figure 13 highlights the role of measurement error from the perspective of actual and esti-
mated covariance matrices for the numerical survey variables. The matrices for actual values of
these variables for the population, sample and unit respondents are substantially similar. The ma-
trix labeled H-T EST contains Horvitz–Thompson estimates for the finite population covariance
matrix, derived from responses that reflect measurement error, item nonresponse, the edit rules
and imputation. Most notably, Horvitz–Thompson estimates of variances exceed significantly the
true values. This it not surprising, because of the measurement error. Indeed, from Figure 2, mea-
surement error variances (The values in Figure 2 are standard deviations.) have average values of
250,000 for WEB, 62,500 for CAPI and approximately 19,000 for CAPI, the variance inflation
is of the order one would expect. Figure 14 confirms this reasoning: it shows populations and
Horvitz–Thompson estimated covariance matrices and Kullback–Liebler divergences when mea-

8CATIInterviewersB.csv and CAPIInterviewersB.csv.
9CATIInterviewersB-DecreasedMeasurementError.csv and CAPIInterviewersB-Decreased-

MeasurementError.csv.
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Case
Measure Base Sample↑ MeasError↓ EditRules All
Response Rate 0.674 0.664 0.671 0.654 0.655
HD Frame: Pop to Sample 0.0311 0.0294 0.0301 0.0282 0.0291
HD Frame: Pop to Resp. 0.0613 0.0545 0.0569 0.0624 0.0517
Mean Income: Population 6965.50 6965.50 6965.50 6965.50 6965.50
HT Estimated Income 6962.26 6952.29 6957.12 6959.58 6977.52
KL Num. Survey: Pop. to Resp. 0.0037 0.0022 0.0052 0.0068 0.0035
KL Num. Survey: Pop. to Final 2.5997 2.5895 2.0588 2.6497 1.8485
HD Cat. Survey: Pop. to Resp. 0.0757 0.0729 0.0697 0.0817 0.0680
HD Cat. Survey: Pop. to Final 0.1097 0.1050 0.1139 0.1072 0.0772
Cost 1,045,376 1,168,499 1,053,390 1,047,764 1,154,814

Table 2: Results of the experiment. Abbreviations are the same as in Table 1, with the addition
Resp. = Respondents.

Case
Measure Base Sample↑ MeasError↓ EditRules All
KL Num. Survey 702.6216 1177.0455 395.9231 389.6618 528.1429
HD Cat. Survey 1.4491 1.4403 1.6341 1.3121 1.1353

Table 3: Ratios of population–to–final responses data quality measures to corresponding
population–to–unit respondents measures in Table 2.

surement error is reduced by 90% from the base case values; the improvement is dramatic. On the
other hand, the edit rules and hot-deck imputation10 tend to remove variability from the data.

That a plethora of follow-up experiments can be formulated may already have occurred to the
reader. For instance, in this experiment, there was no cost associated with decreased measurement
error or edit rules—what if there were, especially for the former? What if the edit rules do not
“match” the constraint rules? What if the imputation method were changed? WSSM can produce
insight into all of these.

5 Conclusions and Discussion
WSSM is an initial step, and possibly the most salient measure of its success is whether it raises
more questions than it answers. NISS plans to release a version for research purposes as soon as
feasible, with the goal, inter alia, of catalyzing suggestions for new functionality and more detailed

10Which resamples from responses that satisfy the edit rules.
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POPULATION Income Education Housing Food Transp Medical
Income 185355.97 6088.74 11668.02 5681.93 9815.61 7029.12

Education 6088.74 227214.49 164567.35 98150.72 110017.42 72256.98
Housing 11668.02 164567.35 186479.55 101825.78 114163.60 84777.69

Food 5681.93 98150.72 101825.78 107631.29 81173.22 51236.87
Transp 9815.61 110017.42 114163.60 81173.22 190321.57 57217.07
Medical 7029.12 72256.98 84777.69 51236.87 57217.07 64458.80

SAMPLE Income Education Housing Food Transp Medical
Income 188975.00 5791.62 12778.18 5183.57 8423.95 5856.54

Education 5791.62 223935.76 163445.95 99246.46 112719.19 72653.99
Housing 12778.18 163445.95 183682.96 102631.44 115468.54 84358.99

Food 5183.57 99246.46 102631.44 107034.69 82093.41 51400.09
Transp 8423.95 112719.19 115468.54 82093.41 193730.98 58317.77
Medical 5856.54 72653.99 84358.99 51400.09 58317.77 64397.93

UNIT RESP Income Education Housing Food Transp Medical
Income 188626.63 8009.35 15347.58 7671.71 9981.91 7828.95

Education 8009.35 232189.08 167857.06 101992.91 114990.74 72913.05
Housing 15347.58 167857.06 185167.79 103911.63 115098.15 84086.22

Food 7671.71 101992.91 103911.63 109097.65 83945.25 51094.94
Transp 9981.91 114990.74 115098.15 83945.25 193907.80 58340.53
Medical 7828.95 72913.05 84086.22 51094.94 58340.53 64637.61

H-T EST Income Education Housing Food Transp Medical
Income 259222.37 8829.31 13765.19 11962.97 9541.88 4130.38

Education 8829.31 303304.87 160330.29 103465.76 110976.96 74145.52
Housing 13765.19 160330.29 250115.44 104368.98 106606.97 84554.30

Food 11962.97 103465.76 104368.98 177420.02 78879.92 49963.64
Transp 9541.88 110976.96 106606.97 78879.92 252958.25 53433.30
Medical 4130.38 74145.52 84554.30 49963.64 53433.30 136407.53

Figure 13: Actual and estimated covariances for the “all of the above” strategy in the experiment.

COVARIANCES

POPULATION Income Education Housing Food Transp Medical
Income 185606.86 4399.78 9893.67 4699.38 8916.46 6292.32

Education 4399.78 227909.90 163853.07 97658.64 108754.19 71701.31
Housing 9893.67 163853.07 185468.38 101264.38 113686.77 84100.57

Food 4699.38 97658.64 101264.38 107736.80 80507.30 50831.89
Transp 8916.46 108754.19 113686.77 80507.30 188544.91 56731.28
Medical 6292.32 71701.31 84100.57 50831.89 56731.28 63984.73

[...]

H-T EST Income Education Housing Food Transp Medical
Income 180259.30 4286.91 5301.14 46.77 3565.06 4455.89

Education 4286.91 224122.41 160788.48 95796.49 106854.71 71586.49
Housing 5301.14 160788.48 183528.91 99606.66 110794.56 84677.87

Food 46.77 95796.49 99606.66 107092.91 78358.88 50418.99
Transp 3565.06 106854.71 110794.56 78358.88 189797.38 55917.03
Medical 4455.89 71586.49 84677.87 50418.99 55917.03 66922.00

KULLBACK-LIEBLER DIVERGENCES

Sample to Population: 0.002736
Respondents to Population: 0.003252
Responses to Population: 0.004684

Figure 14: Estimated covariances and Kullback–Liebler divergences when measurement error is
reduced by 90% from base case values.
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modeling of particular aspects of the survey process.
We highlight three modeling issues. To us, the most glaring shortcoming is that WSSM lacks

true dynamics, and is therefore incapable of representing adaptive (Wagner, 2008) or responsive
(Groves and Heeringa, 2006) designs. Also, WSSM does not include any statistical disclosure
limitation (SDL), although adding at least some forms is on the list of planned, short-term modifi-
cations. Additive noise would be especially straightforward, and is attractive conceptually because
it is in effect deliberate—as opposed to uncontrollable—measurement error.11 If SDL is added,
measures of disclosure risk are also necessary (Cox et al., 2011). Finally, the current treatment of
costs in WSSM is too simplistic, both with respect to nature of the costs and the well-known lack
of credible (in some instances, any) cost paradata (Groves, 2004a; Karr and Last, 2006).

We conclude with some thoughts about three central questions. First, what are the uses of any
survey microsimulator? We believe that three uses are promising: education—WSSM would be a
valuable component of any course on survey methods; evaluation of theory and methodology—for
instance, WSSM could be modified to incorporate Bayesian methods for imputation; and plan-
ning—the kinds of analyses associated with the experiment in §4 are of most value when done
prospectively. For instance, we plan to use WSSM to evaluate the as-yet unproven concept of
TSE-aware SDL: given what is known about other sources of error, can SDL be targeted to reduce
risk substantially but reduce quality only incrementally?

Other uses are much more challenging. One of these is operational decision-making. In part
because it lacks dynamics, WSSM cannot plausibly model operational decisions such as assign-
ment of interviewers to cases on the basis of propensity-to-respond (Groves, 2004b) or on the
basis of detailed geography. Other key questions tied to operational decision making are cost mod-
eling, quantifying interviewer effects, and assessing the sensitivity of decisions to small changes
in survey operations or conditions.

And, of course, can a survey microsimulator ever be trusted enough to really support informed
cost–data quality (or, as articulated in Karr (2012), cost–decision quality) tradeoffs?

The second question is whether WSSM or any other survey microsimulator scales to real prob-
lems, where populations are of the order 108 or 109 and sample sizes of the order to 106. We
believe that the answer is yes, provided that question is posed as “can be made to scale.” For
instance, WSSM now loads the entire population into memory, which is not necessary. Nor are
the apparent ways to “parallelize” the code exploited. And in the short run, we contend that the
sizes in the experiment in §4 are big enough to be insightful. As a point of reference, WSSM in its
current version runs on a population of 1,000,000 with a sample size of 20,000 in approximately 3
minutes.

The third question is how—or possibly even whether—WSSM or any other survey microsim-
ulator would be validated. The literature on validation of agent-based models is immature but
growing. Some issues have been articulated, and approaches to them have been proposed (Brown
et al., 2005; Moss, 2008; Windrum et al., 2007), but it is clear that contextual and situational as-
pects are dominant. Although the impact of validation focuses on prediction, the path to validation

11The authors have argued for some time for inclusion of SDL in the total survey error (TSE) framework.
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is postdiction: can WSSM model past surveys? At this time, it is premature to attempt to answer
this question, but essential to keep it in mind.
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